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Abstract
The Electric Smart Grid (ESG) is referred to as the next generation electricity power network. It is an intelligent critical infrastructure aiming to create an automated and distributed advanced
energy delivery network while preserving information privacy and
offering protection against intrusions. This study proposes the implementation of an Anonymous Incident Communication Channel
(AICC) amongst smart grids across Europe to improve situational
awareness and enhance the security of the new electric intelligent infrastructures. All participating organizations will have the
ability to broadcast sensitive information, stored anonymously in
a repository, without exposing the reputation of the organization.
However, the technical details of the attack will be available for
everyone to take appropriate countermeasures. The advantages of the AICC are the exchange of real-time security data and
analysis, the circulation of best countermeasures practices, the
comparison of various security solutions both from a technical
and operational viewpoint and the ability to establish an open
dialogue amongst anonymous peers who represent smart grid
organizations (e.g., power plants) across Europe. This work focuses on the requirements of establishment, the possible obstacles, and proposed data protection techniques to be applied in
the AICC. Furthermore, were explained some details of the documentation of cyber-incidents Last but not least, were also provided the benefits and the potential risks of this AICC concept.
Keyword: Smart Grid; anonymity; group signature; anonymous
repository of incidents;

1. Introduction
Today the demand for electricity has gradually increased, while the electrical infrastructure has remained unchanged. The traditional power distribution network is
considered to be very complicated and unsuitable to the needs of the 21st Century.
To address the growing population, energy storage problems, and the demand for
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energy, we introduced a new grid infrastructure. The Electric Smart Grid (ESG) is
the evolution of the traditional electric grid, focusing on generating and conditioning electricity, while efficiently distributing and controlling it. The principal part of
the ESG that makes it smart is its Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI). The AMI
infrastructure aims to provide reliability through real-time monitoring and efficiency
in power management in cooperation with a Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
(SCADA) system. SCADA is a control system inside the ESG, consisted of two
subsystems, the energy management system (EMS) and the distribution management system (DMS) [1]. It is a system that combines both hardware and software
components. The ESG infrastructure being beneficial not only to the power industries but also the consumers aims to preserve information privacy and offer protection against intrusions. However, considering its vast scale, it is reasonable to
expect many vulnerabilities to exist.
In recent years, the power system has faced several cyber- attacks raising attention towards security vulnerabilities and its tremendous impact on the critical
power system infrastructure [2]. The data transferred across the ESG contain sensitive information, which, if not protected from the hands of data thieves would
compromise the systems productiveness and integrity. To launch an attack, the
offender must first exploit entry points, and upon successful entry, different kinds of
cyber-attacks can be delivered on the ESG infrastructure. Cyber-attacks could be
initiated based either on device exploitation or vulnerabilities of the communication
infrastructure. Offenders can be script kiddies, elite hackers, terrorists, employees,
competitors, or even customers [3]. It is a fact that cyber-attacks become damaging once intruders gain access to the SCADA network. Figure 1 presents the most
common cyber-attacks in the ESG environment.
Since the Smart Grid network is a hybrid of the power system and a communication network, Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs) and Intrusion Prevention Systems
(IPSs) are
Critical for detecting attacks concerning the communication network, while SCADA focuses on coordinating the security of the physical power system. Information
sharing can significantly benefit these kinds of systems to counteract sophisticated
cyber-attacks. Researchers envisioned that early detection and open information
sharing between all smart grid operators could significantly reduce the cost of data
breaches [5]. Many organizations are willing to join such communities of trust to
protect themselves from cyber-threats better and maintain a robust cyber security
posture [6].
Based on these assumptions and to improve situational awareness and enhance
the security of ESG, an Anonymous Incident Communication Channel (AICC) is
proposed. The rationale behind the creation of this channel is to create and maintain a repository to broadcast, inform, and exchange critical information about cyber-attack incidents in smart grids across Europe. The repository of incidents will
be developed in line with similar organizations such as the EE-ISAC and the ESMIG. EE-ISAC is a joint initiative of 4 major European utility companies, together
with universities, governmental bodies, and technology providers [7]. This initiative
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Fig. 1: The most common cyber-attacks in the ESG [4]
aims to improve the cybersecurity and integrity of the grid by enabling trust-based
data and information sharing. ESMIG is the representative of European companies
which provide products, information technology, and services regarding multi-commodity metering, display, and management of energy consumption and production
at consumer premises [8]. AICC will provide the opportunity for contributing organizations across Europe to broadcast sensitive information anonymously without
exposing the reputation of the organization. However, the technical details of the
attack will be available for everyone to take appropriate countermeasures. The advantages of the AICC are the exchange of real-time security data and analysis, the
circulation of best countermeasures practices, the comparison of various security
solutions both from a technical and operational viewpoint and the ability to establish an open dialogue amongst anonymous peers who represent smart grid organizations (e.g., power plants) across Europe. At this time, there are country-driven
cyber incident repositories, but neither of them is focused on Smart Grid security.
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This paper extends our previous work in [9] focusing on the perceived obstacles, the establishment, and the data protection techniques to be applied in the
AICC. The extended work includes a more detailed presentation of the related
work, the proposed data protection techniques, and enhanced bibliographic research regarding the variations of each technology during evolution. Furthermore,
essential figures are provided for better understanding the concept of the AICC
and the deployment of the technologies proposed. Moreover, the focus is given on
the necessary components and functions of the ESG infrastructure to draw attention on existing vulnerabilities and in parallel emphasize the need for the implementation of a network of trust between contributing organizations. Last but not least,
a brief categorization of the most common cyber- attacks in the ESG environment
is presented.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II related works will
be examined, in Section III the requirements of establishing the AICC will be discussed, in Section IV
the data protection techniques proposed for the AICC will be analyzed, in Section V will present the benefits concerning this endeavour, while in Section VI a
discussion on potential risks will take place. Finally, the paper is concluded in
section VII.
2. Existing information sharing paradigms
Information sharing among industry asset owners and vendors could help prevent, detect, or counter cyber, personnel, and physical security threats. Until now
there have been a few information sharing efforts towards this direction.
The Homeland Security Information Network (HSIN) of the U.S. is the trusted
network for security mission operations to share sensitive information. HSIN is used
to manage operations, analyze data, and send alerts and notices [10]. The Trusted Automated Exchange of Indicator Information (TAXII) is a community-driven
effort that enables threat information sharing between trusted entities in the HSIN.
The TAXII information is represented in XML-based Structured Threat Information
Expression (STIX) language. STIX is an expressive, flexible, and extensible XMLbased language that conveys potential cyber-threat information. TAXII is coordinated by MITRE, a not-for-profit organization that is leading various efforts in the
security information sharing space [11]. The National Cybersecurity and Communications Integration Center (NCCIC) of the U.S. is another endeavor aiming to
reduce the risk of systemic cybersecurity and communications challenges. Since
2009, NCCIC operated as a national center for cyber and communications information, technical expertise, and operational integration. Throughout 2017, NCCIC integrated like the United States Computer Emergency Readiness Team (US-CERT)
and the Industrial Control Systems Cyber Emergency Response Team (ICS-CERT)
[12]. This structure enhances the effectiveness of NCCICs cybersecurity and communications mission based on these legacy organizations.
Moving on, in the U.S. Department of Energy, the Infrastructure Security and
Energy Restoration (ISER) program takes the lead in emergency support under the
National Response Framework [13]. It is up to the Energy Sector-Specific Agency
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for national efforts, in cooperation with public and private sector stakeholders, to
enhance the readiness, resiliency, and recovery of the U.S. energy infrastructure.
Accordingly, in Europe, there is EE-ISAC.
Another similar repository of incidents is the Industrial Security Incident Database (ISID), a collection of known cybersecurity events in the manufacturing
and critical infrastructure industries. The ISID data indicates that organizations
that operate Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) and control systems should be concerned about cybersecurity. Not only has the number of incidents increased dramatically in the past five years, but the seriousness of these
events appears to be growing as well [14]. Besides, the cost of an incident can be
substantial. It is a fact that failing to adapt to the changing landscape of security
threats and vulnerabilities will lead to the exposure of the industrial controls world
to increasing numbers of cyber incidents. The result could come easily.
Be a loss of reputation, environmental impact, production, and financial loss,
and even human injury.
A similarly exciting project is the Vocabulary for Event Recording and Incident
Sharing (VERIS) [15]. It is a framework designed to guide the description of security incidents in a structured and repeatable manner. VERIS deals with the lack of
quality information. It helps organizations to collect useful incident-related information and to share that information - anonymously and responsibly - with others.
Furthermore, a recent study [16] proposes the implementation of an International Cyber Incident Repository System (ICIRS). It is actively promoted that this system is designed, can help inform and eventually mitigate the risks of cyber- attacks
to participating members. Members (governments or organizations) will be able to
share information on both attempted and prior successful attacks while accessing
and making use of that data to adapt to potential new security issues. Despite the
fact that there are no known continental information-sharing platforms in the world,
according to [16], much like in Europe, many countries, such as Australia [17],
South Korea [18], Japan [19], South Africa [20], and Argentina [21], have established a national CERT, which underscores the fact that basic knowledge of cyber
events and responses is available within many countries.
Based on these existing endeavors for information sharing, the AICC is explicitly proposed for ESGsJ enhancement towards the prevention of cyber-security
threats. Improving this intelligent infrastructure is an accomplishment that will significantly benefit the whole community in the near future.
3. Requirements and perceived obstacles
Cyber-threat information sharing faces several challenges. The establishment
and maintenance of trust relationships between participants is the basis for efficient collaboration. All partners need to assure the integrity and confidentiality of
both submitted data and system contributors, including the desire of contributors
to retain control over their data and how it is used [22]. For this purpose, a governing legal committee will be appointed, including members of all the partners
involved in the channel and repository. The committee’s responsibilities will be to
set and deal with all the legal and organizational requirements of the participants.
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It is almost sure to come across restrictions concerning the types of information
that the organizations can provide to others, specifically the technical details of a
cyber-attack.
Settling the rules on information sharing is a delicate process since the imposition of unwarranted or arbitrary restrictions may reduce the usefulness, availability, quality, and timeliness of shared information. In the pursuit of establishing the
AICC, a technical working group collaborating with the legal committee should also
be appointed. Its members will include experts responsible for developing the repository’s data security, access policies, and processes. The technical committee
will be responsible for describing how the information handling designations will be
applied, supervised, and enforced. These procedures should describe the roles,
responsibilities, and authorities of all stakeholders [23]. Repository administrators
should use transparency mechanisms judiciously
to reassure contributors about the efficient operation of security measures towards protecting the data they share. They should do so, moreover, in a way that
does not provide a roadmap for malicious actors who might want to obtain and
exploit that shared data [22]. Another recommended action would be to develop a
pre-registration process that includes a background check based on appropriate
criteria. Such a check would allow the repository’s governing committee, to approve
or disapprove the participation of particular entities. Throughout the establishing
process, participating organizations are encouraged to consult with experienced
cyber-security personnel and knowledgeable about legal issues, internal business
processes, procedures, and systems.
Equally important is the adoption of specific data formats and protocols to enable automation and allow participants, the central repository, and tools to exchange threat information at machine speed. The automation of security data sharing aims to simplify and speed up the exchange, documentation, assessment, or
remediation of security information [11]. Achieving interoperability can require significant time and resources, especially if sharing partners require different formats
or protocols. Identifying threat information sources and entry points in the smart
grids of each participating organization is a key step for this process. Taking advantage of knowledge gaps can provide a better understanding of what is needed.
Also, during the standards development process, early adopters need to accept
the risk that it may be necessary to obtain new tools if substantial changes occur
to formats and protocols [23].
The most important feature of this project is the anonymity factor. Each smart
grid organization - member, will have the ability to broadcast sensitive information
anonymously without exposing the reputation of the organization. For instance, a
cybersecurity incident is uploaded to the repository without knowing who the victim is and where the security incident took place. However, the technical details
of the attack will be available for everyone to take appropriate countermeasures.
Based on these assumptions, the disclosure of participants sensitive information
is safeguarded by default. The unauthorized expose of information may delay or
interrupt an ongoing investigation, endanger information needed for future legal
proceedings, or disorder response actions such as botnet takedown operations.
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Regardless the basic rule of anonymization inside the channel, it would be wise
for partners to handle specifications to shared information and implement policies,
procedures, and technical controls to actively manage the risks of exposing sensitive information.
The development of the AICC poses significant challenges about the actual
functioning of the repository and the channel. The technical team faces demanding
implementation concerns that ought to be presented in a user-friendly way to the
board of contributors. Repository developers could design questions for a repository input template that are relevant and easy to understand and to answer [22].
They could also consider providing data collection guidance that will allow the
legal committee to approve the release of the information prior to sharing it into the
repository. To meet the goals of this project, information must be easy to understand. A dictionary of terms, ease of access to the system fields, effective visualization, and data mining tools could help contributing organizations efficiently analyze
the available data of cyber-attacks. Figure 2 presents a sample of information to be
stored regarding a cyber-attack by participating organizations in the anonymous
repository. To protect confidentiality, appropriate repository usage should be clarified and controlled, such as enforcing prohibitions against downloading all its data
or selling aggregated information. Besides, designers should consider adopting
role-based access control for data display and performing metrics assessing the
performance of the repository itself.
In the following sections focus is given on the attempt of reaching the desired
anonymization of AICC contributors while exploring the documentation of ESG cyber-incidents to be imported in the related repository.
4. Cyber-incident background
The ESG is an integration of one or more regional control centers, with each
center supervising the operation of multiple power plants and substations [24].
A regional control center is a central location for analysis and control over some
region of the grid, concerning either generation, transmission, or distribution [25].
Control centers typically include SCADA servers, Energy Management Systems
(EMS) and Human Machine Interfaces (HMI) to monitor Remote Terminal Units
(RTUs) or Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs) for gathering data from the field.
What is more, the Advanced Metering Infrastructure is an integration of many technologies, providing smart connections among system operators and customers.
Notably, all kinds of data being transferred across the ESG contain sensitive information, which, if not protected from the hands of data thieves would compromise
the efficiency and integrity of the system. In fact, strong perimeter defense is used
to prevent external adversaries from accessing information or devices within the
trusted grid zone. However, as previously discussed, the size and complexity of
grid networks bring forward numerous vulnerabilities as potential entry points for
infiltration.
To achieve high-level availability and flexible communication architecture for
the ESG is critical to mitigating attacks. Authentication, cryptographic procedures,
and key management are necessary countermeasures in the ESG for protecting
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information confidentiality and integrity. Since the smart grid network is a hybrid
of the power system and a communication network, IDSs and IPSs are critical for
detecting attacks concerning the communication network, while SCADA focuses
on coordinating the security of the physical power system. The AICC will provide
a vast amount of valuable information leading to a considerable enhancement in
the performance of IDSs and IPSs. The construction of the anonymous repository
of incidents in strict accordance with all applicable legal and privacy requirements
could help both private and public sector organizations better assess cyber risks,
identify adequate controls, and improve their cyber risk management practices
[26].
When a security incident occurs in the ESG, it is debatable what kind of information should be recorded about the incident. Nowadays, cyber incident collected
data are mainly driven by compliance for reporting requirements. These results in
missing valuable information or information are not recorded in a way that makes
analysis easy [27]. Many organizations keep track of cybersecurity incidents in databases, in the form of excel spreadsheets, small reports or simple software solutions. Usually, each incident will contain information about when it was created and
closed, who the investigator was, incident information (vector, machine type, etc.),
and impact information (hours of investigation, monetary costs, etc.) in both structured entry fields and unstructured text descriptions of the incident. In the AICC
project, the documentation of cyber incidents will be addressed by the technical
committee under the guidance of the legal working group. Each incident uploaded
in the repository will have a specific format and will be identified by a unique identification number. The contributor will be anonymous, and only the technical details
of the incident will be available to the other partners.
Based on the directions given by the Department of Homeland Security [26] the
technical working group of the AICC should focus on specific data categories to
establish the desired anonymous information sharing. First of all, a cyber-incident
should be characterized by the type of attack. This descriptor or tag will enable the
identification of the incident between others, while according to specific technical
details, will be acquired by other data categories. Based on these tags, participating organizations can become aware of attack trends that prove to be beneficial to
their internal risk awareness training. Another data category to be involved concerns
the level of severity the incident has caused based on the industry, relative size,
and other circumstances of the contributing organization. This kind of information is
useful to design and differentiate kinds and amounts of important cyber-security insurance by cross-referencing the severity of impacts from specific types of events
that the sector experiences. Critical information is also considered to be the cyber
risk management practices, regulations and standards compliance approaches
that the partner had in place at the time of an incident. Based on these facts, the
effectiveness of particular frameworks, best practices can be identified and enable
comparisons among different types of organizations using the same framework or
similar organizations using different frameworks. It is a fact that information about
the full profile of a sophisticated cyber-attack tends to emerge over time. For that
reason capturing the timelines of the incident phases is very important.
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Equally critical is the information concerning what assets were implicated, and
how, during the cyber incident. Most of the times, the timeline of detection can
be uninformative or even misleading for cyber risk management. However, many
cyber-attacks develop over weeks or months, and the date of the original compromise may never be established. Consistent variations in time-to- control data
among ESGs components can highlight sector-specific cybersecurity strengths
and weaknesses such as might be introduced by sector-unique SCADA and other
components. Moreover, being able to specify the attackers’ motives, based on the
type and volume of data compromised, and what is done with it afterward, can help
identify the risks that may be unique or common and also what controls are or are
not effective in mitigating those risks. Essentials would also be the kind of security
tools and methods used to identify and counter the attack by the contributing organization. Furthermore, in order to promote the identification of attack patterns,
the contributor should include an attempt to identifying the multiple contributing

Fig. 2: Cyber-attack information to be exchanged by the AICC repository
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causes of the incident uploaded. It should include consistent input fields for both
contributing organizations and related third-party provider control failures during
each step of the progression of an incident. Any information concerning the lack of
the appropriate tools, the failure or ineffective operation of a specific security tool
could also prove in being very useful. Last but not least, the contributing organization should mention any long-term actions taken to stop incidents and to prevent
similar future occurrences.
5. Design goals of anonymous, authenticated communication
The AICC develops the idea of utilizing a network of trust where sensitive information is exchanged between institutes. Beyond the policy approaches, protective
technical measures will be used to ensure that shared data can only be associated
with an incident and not a contributor. To safeguard the anonymity of the information provider and enforce authorization, a digital signature technique should be implemented. Also, to provide confidentiality and integrity of the sharing data stored
in the repository, a privacy-preserving technique should also be applied. Based
on modern anonymization technologies, the system can be protected against cyber-attacks itself.
1) Group Signature: There are various techniques which are based on digital
signature and use their concept for communication. One of them is the group signature technique,
also based on public key cryptography. Group signatures can be considered
as attribute authentication systems containing only one attribute to represent membership in a group. In terms of digital signatures, the private key is used for creating signatures, and the public key is copied and handed out to validate signatures
[28]. Based on this technique, each contributing organization will have a differentiated private key to sign the uploaded data and a common group public key for
verifying the signatures made available to all verifiers. Group signature schemes
are commonly used in many security applications. This kind of schemes allows any
member of a group of signers to sign documents on behalf of the group, while ordinary signature schemes allow only one signer. This concept was first introduced
by David Chaum and Eugene van Heyst [29] in 1991.
In a group signature scheme [30] as presented in Figure 3, three kinds of participants are included:
• The group manager, for managing the memberships and generating the membership keys of group members (signers). Group Manager enables signers to sign
on behalf of the group and reveals the identity of the originator of the signature
when dispute. In the AICC project, the group manager could an elected member
of the technical committee.
• The group members: The group member, in our case, the contributing organizations, will have separate membership keys, that can be used to sign messages
on behalf of the group.
• The verifier is the receiver of the group signature or anyone who can check the
validity of the group signature by the public key of the group.
As a member of the group signature, contributors are allowed to generate signa-
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tures on behalf of other group members while their identity and location information
are not known by a verifier [28]. The least ensures privacy, authentication, and
unlinkability of users. More specifically, a general group signature scheme consists
of the following four procedures [30]:
• Setup: a procedure during which the groups public key, the individual secret
keys of the group members, and a secret administration key for the group manager
are created.
• Sign: a procedure based on a probabilistic algorithm which returns a signature
on an amount of data, by using the group members secret key.
• Verify: an algorithm which returns whether a signature is correct, based on an
amount of data, the signature produced on them, and the groups public key.
• Open: If necessary, the signature can be opened so that the person who
signed the data is revealed. On input, the signature and the group manager’s secret administration key are needed.
According to [29], a secure group signature scheme should satisfy two basic requirements, anonymity and traceability. Anonymity demands that the identity of the
signer should remain unknown to anyone verifying the signature, including other
group members. On the other hand, traceability offers the group manager the ability to revoking the anonymity of a signer whenever necessary. In case of a dispute,
the group manager can reveal a member who signed by using his administrator
secret key. However, no other group member can identify the identity of the signer
or determine whether the same group member produces multiple signatures. Deciding whether a signature is from an individual member or not, even after knowing

Fig. 3: The group signature scheme interactions
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his secret key, must be computationally hard. Valid signatures cannot be forged
and can only be created by group members. Given any valid signature, the group
manager should be able to trace which user issued the signature. However, given
two amounts of data and their signature, the fact that the signatures were from the
same signer or not, cannot be concluded. What is more, even if all other group
members (and the managers) collude, they cannot forge a signature for a non-participating group member. Last but not least, a revoked member is not able to create
valid signatures on behalf of the group.
Many enhanced group signatures schemes have been proposed until now, each
aiming to improve different aspects and attributes of the original scheme. In 2004,
Boneh and his colleagues presented a group signature scheme based on strong
Diffie-Hellman (SDH) assumption and Decision Linear assumption [31], whose
length is under 200 bytes less than twice the length of an ordinary RSA signature
(128 bytes) with comparable security. During that time, another and more efficient
group signature scheme was suggested that extended the ability of revocation
by the group manager [32]. Regarding the prevention of a single corrupt member
illegally authorizing a transaction, various threshold signature schemes were also
proposed. In a threshold signature scheme such as the one in [33], the group signature can only be generated when the number of participating group members is
larger than or equal to the threshold value. Similar schemes presented in [33], [34],
[35], [36], [37] are based on various hard problems such as RSA system, discrete
logarithm (DLP), Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT), ECDLP. However, the ones
schemes in [33], [34], [37] are not considered to be secure enough, as studied in
[38], [39], [40]. What is more, the group signature scheme in [35] cannot be verified by just one verifier and therefore is not practical.
Furthermore, the work in [41] presents an idea of masking group’s private key
to prevent group members who can collaborate to recover it but need a trusted
party that use all member private keys to construct group signature and so one can
argue that does not meet the requirement for non-repudiation. Various previous
schemes often assumed the number of users being controlled by an adversary less
than threshold number [35], [36], [40], [42] to keep groups private key safe. However, if the number of members grows, secret shared group keys will be delivered
to more and more people. Therefore there are more chances for the group signature scheme to be unsecured. Based on this assumption, the research in [43] proposed two new variants of group signature protocols with and without distinguished
signing authorities based on the multisignature signature scheme to reduce the
signature length significantly signers public keys. The proposed protocols do not
include a secret sharing and knowledge proving procedure.
Last but not least, a new property called restrictive linkability was introduced in
[44], for a more advanced group signature scheme. It is a property that provides
a user with control over linkability. The signer has controlled his linkability to data
that he wants, so he can minimize his privacy exposure while providing necessary
linkability.
Although group signature is expensive to implement, its existential anonymity, non-repudiation, and untraceability properties make it attractive for the imple-
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mentation of the anonymous repository of incidents in the AICC project. More
specifically, a secure hybrid threshold group signature scheme is proposed to be
implemented to authenticate the identity and ensure the anonymity of contributing organizations. In [45], Hung and his colleagues present a new scheme based
on the hardness of elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP) with distinguished signing authority to provide all proof of member signing processes. According to this scheme, a Distributed Centre (DC) is established that stores all
signatures and calculates some secret parameters needed by signers to create
signatures for each transaction. Only the group manager can open the DC when
needed. To support this method, two kinds of signer are set, the privilege (n) and
the normal. The scheme allows group secret key shares to be kept on limited privilege signers only while allowing new people to join the group without recalculating
group public key and easy revocation. Groups’ policy requires that at least t (t
less than n) privilege signers must join the signing process to make a valid group
signature. In the AICC project, the group manager could an elected member of the
technical committee, while the privileged members could be a subset of the legal
and technical committees. Hung’s scheme can provide a scaling group without
worrying about group secret loss and protection of the group’s private key from
being revealed by any set of corrupt signers or hacker’s threat. It can also reduce
the risk of the unexpected transaction and provide distinct signing authority feature
of multisignature internally.
However, by using group signature schemes alone, full anonymity cannot be
ensured in the repository. Group- members can be identified individually by linking or matching uploaded to external data, or by recognizing unique characteristics. To ensure the integrity and confidentiality of the data in the repository of incidents a privacy-preserving technique is chosen to be used. Generally, many are

Fig. 4: K-anonymity example for the AICC implementation
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the approaches to guarantee the privacy of sharing data such as anatomization,
anonymization, and permutation. Anatomization is a technique based on grouping
sensitive attributes to avoid attribute disclosure using buketization [46]. On the
other hand, anonymization focuses on quasi-identifiers and is used to prevent identity disclosure [47]. Anonymization preserves the original structure and field layout
of the data so that they look original and realistic. Proposed anonymization techniques [48] use two approaches, including suppression, where information is removed from the data and generalization, where information is coarsened into sets.
On the other hand, perturbation guarantees the privacy of individuals by adding
noise to the data, encrypting the data or by swapping of values. Anonymization and
perturbation techniques can be considered better when compared to cryptographic techniques in terms of complexity and efficiency for a large number of users [49].
Ensuring the privacy of the uploaded data in the AICC project will be implemented
by an enhanced k-anonymity technique.
2) K-anonymity: K-anonymity [50], [51] is a property used to assure that the
owner of the data released cannot be re-identified. Its concept was first introduced
by Latanya Sweeney and Pierangela Samarati in 1998 [50]. K-Anonymity provides
privacy protection by guaranteeing that each record in a dataset released relates
to at least k individuals even if the released records are directly linked (or matched)
to external information. Based on this method, there are at least (k-1) other records
in the same release whose values are indistinct over a particular set of fields called
the quasi-identifier [52]. The quasi-identifier contains those fields that are likely to
appear in other known data sets.
3) Each quasi-identifier tuple occurs in at least k records for a dataset with k-anonymity. Regarding the AICC project, each record released will contain several
data categories, as referred to the previous section, to be anonymized. An example
is presented in Figure 4. There are two standard methods for achieving k-anonymity, suppression, and generalization [51], [53]. Generalization involves replacing (or
recoding) a value with a less specific but semantically consistent value.
4) Suppression involves not releasing a value at all. The combination of these
techniques can provide safely anonymized data that doesn’t seem to be distorted.
In addition, these techniques can provide the most useful data possible,
depending on the released data preferences that the receiver has chosen. Furthermore, although higher values of k imply a lower probability of re-identification,
more distortion to the data is detected, and hence more significant information
loss. In general, excessive anonymization can minimize the usage of the disclosed
data since the analysis produces incorrect results or becomes extremely difficult
[54]. Apart from its basic application methods, k-anonymity has been studied to
minimize the drawbacks concerning information loss and protection against background knowledge attack and homogeneity attacks. Homogeneity attack happens
when all records have the same value of sensitive attributes. As mentioned in [55]
all anonymization techniques have a common drawback, which is the background
knowledge attack. As we are not able to predict the level of background knowledge an attacker is having about an individual, we need to compromise slightly
with the information loss. In the view of minimizing the amount of information loss,
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a method called optical k-anonymization [56], [57] was also presented. Optimal
anonymization is one which perturbs the input dataset as little as is necessary to
achieve -anonymity, whereas a given cost metric typically quantifies little as is necessary. Several different cost metrics have been proposed, though most aim in one
way or another to minimize the amount of information loss resulting from the generalization and suppression operations that are applied to produce the transformed
dataset. The work in [56] demonstrated that optimal k-anonymity is an NP-hard
problem; however, heuristic methods such as k-Optimize as given in [57] often
yield productive results.
However, these techniques preserve an individual’s privacy only against identity
disclosure. However, they do not stop attributes disclosure. Sensitive attributes
could be disclosed through various types of attacks, such as homogeneity, skewness, and semantic similarity attacks [46]. In a cyber incident database like the
AICC repository, sensitive attributes may concern the entry point of the attack, the
type of the attack, the assets that were implicated or the kind of security tools being
used. Aiming to avoid homogeneity attacks Machanavajjhala and his colleagues in
[58] showed that, the degree of privacy protection is determined by the number
and distribution of distinct sensitive values associated with each equivalence class.
To overcome this weakness in k-anonymity, they propose the notion of l-diversity.
What is more, Xiao and Tao in [59] proved that l-diversity always guarantees
stronger privacy preservation than k-anonymity. The definition of l-diversity requires
that each equivalence class should be associated with at least l different values for
the sensitive attribute [55].
Moreover, although l-diversity is useful against attribute disclosure, it is vulnerable to
skewness and similarity attacks. The skewness attack is based on the possible difference in the frequency distribution of the sensitive attribute values within an equivalence
class. On the other hand, the similarity attack occurs when the values of the sensitive
attribute in an equivalence class are distinct but semantically similar. The authors in [47]

Fig. 5: Realisation of the AICC
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presented the definition of t-closeness to counteract these attacks. An equivalence
class is said to have t-closeness if the distance between the distribution of a sensitive
attribute in this class and the distribution of the attribute in the whole table is no more
than a threshold t. T-closeness effectively limits the amount of individual-specific
information an observer can learn. However, this method seems to be more efficient
when dealing with numeric attributes. Since the discovery of the ultimate privacy
prevention technique is still trending, b-anonymization was recently proposed by
Prakash and his colleagues in [60], aiming to improve the efficiency of k-anonymity.
This technique is considered to be more efficient than k-anonymity and has a higher
degree of anonymization. K-anonymity takes more time as it has to compare records
with each other to form equivalence classes. This is the part where most of the time
is wasted in k-anonymization.
In light of all these methods based on k-anonymity, an enhanced hybrid anonymization approach is proposed to preserve the privacy of data in the repository of
incidents of the AICC project. Anatomization through Generalization (AG) proposed
in [46], is a combination of the anatomization and anonymization. It utilizes the (l,
e) diversity technique, which avoids semantic similarity and homogeneity attacks of
sensitive attributes disclosure with high diversity degree, together with generalization
and suppression. This technique is considered to be the best choice for the AICC
since its a practical and useful tool for ensuring data privacy against membership,
identity, and semantic similarity disclosure attacks while maintaining the utility of
data. The development of the according k-anonymity technique and group signature protocol should define a single framework that efficiently contributes to ESGJs
security, as presented in Figure 5. To this end, novel ESG security models will be the
stepping stone of constructing the presented authorization policies, keeping in mind
the interoperability and integration security challenges of the ESG environment [61].
6. Benefits of the aicc in esgs
In the ESG environment, it is expected that the cyber-physical system would be attacked resilient and help to ensure national security. The AICC provides many advantages to enhance the efficiency and reliability of the ESG infrastructure. The primary
asset of the channel is the exchange of real-time security data and analysis, based on
the circulation of best countermeasures practices and the comparison of various security solutions both from a technical and operational viewpoint. Benefits are obvious for
the participating organizations since they often face actors that target the same types
of systems and information. Information sharing enables them to raise the awareness
and security of an entire community. Cyber defense is most effective when organizations
work together to deter and defend against well-organized, capable actors [23]. The
anonymous repository can provide the basis for assessments of adversary tactics on
the grid, based on techniques and procedures that could link attacks to their respective
sources. Through knowledge maturation, the value of information that is associated with
a specific incident, threat, or threat campaign increases. Information sharing could also
be useful chain risk management by highlighting common supply chain cyber-security
weaknesses that merit supplier and vendor attention [62]. It can also enable companies to establish a baseline for reasonable cyber-security best practices by learning
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about the effectiveness of methods that similar organizations have employed to avoid
or re-mediate of cyber-incidents. Conclusively, smart grid organizations across Europe
participating in the channel will have the ability to detect and respond to threats rapidly.
This knowledge enables organizations to speed up processes inprocesses in their operationaltheir operational environment and diminish the probability of a successful attack.
As a result, large scale economies are created for network defenders, while adversaries
costs are increasing by forcing them to develop new attack methods.
7. Potential risks
While sharing cyber-security information has benefits, particular challenges remain,
as already discussed. The establishment of trust between partners is a quite delicate
matter, that can be approached by considering all security precautions. Although contributing organizations may fear that other participants might compromise or use their information against them, the AICC project builds upon the anonymity of contributors and
preserving the privacy of their data. In case any information is misused or stolen, it would
be difficult to trace back to the contributor. Despite the security measures provided by
the project, participants are encouraged to evaluate all information to be shared by considering a consultation with experienced cyber-security personnel and knowledgeable
about legal issues, internal business processes, procedures, and systems. To maintain
the efficiency and reliability of the anonymous repository of incidents and mitigate any
potential risk, members also need to follow carefully the directions given by the legal and
technical committees.
8. Conclusion
The ESG infrastructure combines information technology with power transmission to
benefit not only the industry but also the consumers, by facilitating real-time troubleshooting. Due to its vast scale and existing vulnerabilities, the power system has faced
several cyber-attacks in the latest years. To enhance the security and reliability of smart
grids across Europe an Anonymous Incident Communication Channel (AICC) is proposed. This attempt will enable the participating organizations to broadcast sensitive
security information anonymously without exposing the reputation of the organization.
The released information will be safely preserved in a repository, available to all partners. Two governing committees will be elected, a legal and a technical one, to settle
and maintain the basic rules and technical procedures of the project. To ensure the
anonymity of contributors a hybrid threshold group signature protocol will be used. Besides, the enhancement of k-anonymity method is proposed to preserve the privacy of
the uploaded information. The primary asset of the AICC is the exchange of real-time
security data and analysis, based on the circulation of best countermeasures practices
and the comparison of various security solutions both from a technical and operational
viewpoint. Information sharing will raise awareness in cyber-security defense by evaluating the effectiveness of methods and highlight the supply chain risk management
weaknesses. To mitigate any potential risks partners are encouraged to follow all legal
regulations regarding information sharing and carefully evaluate all data to be released
in the repository.
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